
Class Preparation Applied Knowledge Team Work General Impression

Team members arrived with 
a positive attitude and have 
completed all assignments and 
preparation work.

Team members incorporated 
content from video lectures 
and demonstrated a strong 
understanding by synthesizing 
knowledge. 

When an individual didn’t 
understand something, they 
asked for clarification.

Team members worked 
together in a proactive and 
collaborative way. 

When disagreement arose, 
they utilized conflict 
resolution and negotiation 
techniques to come to an 
understanding. 

Each team member pulled their 
own weight and contributed to 
production.

It would have been clear to 
anyone watching that this 
team was outstanding. 

Students were using their 
dyslexic MIND strengths to 
their fullest potential. 

Individuals were helping 
each other so that the team 
benefited as a whole. 

Team members were looking 
for ways to assist each other 
in any way possible. Total 
magic!

Excellent
$5,000

Most team members were 
prepared for class and had a 
good attitude.

Most team members 
demonstrated knowledge of the 
course content and were able 
to apply it to the class work. 

Students were proactive in 
asking questions if they had 
them.

Certain team members were 
active in getting the assigned 
work completed. 

Other members were not 
‘totally engaged’ and the 
team struggled a bit. 

However, there was good 
communication, and the team 
gave their best effort.

A person watching this 
group today would have 
been impressed but not 
overwhelmed. 

It was clear that the team 
was clicking and that they 
worked well together. 

The MIND strengths were on 
display and individuals were 
working actively to overcome 
disagreements and find 
solutions.

Good
$3,000

Only a few team members 
were prepared for class 
and attitudes were lacking 
enthusiasm.

Team members attempted to 
include course knowledge but 
did not ask for clarification if 
they needed it.

Things just weren’t clicking. 
For one reason or another, 
team members were unable to 
work together constructively. 

As a result, things got done 
but the team didn’t perform 
to their potential.

This team was ‘working’ 
together but not clicking. 

Efforts were being made but 
the group struggled to work 
as a team. 

The session wasn’t terrible. 
But it could certainly have 
been better.

Fair
$1,000

Team members were 
unprepared for class and 
arrived with negative 
attitudes.

Team members neither 
incorporated nor applied 
information from the lectures. 

They did not ask questions. 

They were disengaged during 
class work.

Total breakdown. 
Arguments ensued. Individuals 
were feisty and combative. 

Students were not displaying 
or attempting to be their 
‘best selves’ in a group 
setting.

Overall, not great. 
There was clearly arguing, 
misunderstanding, and a lack 
of a desire to work as a 
team. 

Maybe everyone was having a 
bad day. Regardless, this was 
not a terrific showing.

Needs
Improvement
$0


